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The Evolution of Bitcoin Script Interpreter
Background
The goal of this project was to explore how the Bitcoin Script Interpreter evolved over time, as well as to
look into major bugs in the Bitcoin Core and the process by which updates are made to the Core.
The Bitcoin Script Interpreter is the code that defines opcodes and methods used in transaction scripts.
The Interpreter code has been continuously changing since Bitcoin was launched, sometimes with corrections
to overlooked mistakes and sometimes with entirely new methods. To explore these changes over time, I
compared different releases of the Script Interpreter and looked for notable changes such as updated opcodes
and newly added methods.
Comparing Release 0.1.0 (Original) to 0.3.24 (7/8/2011)


A script size limit of 10,000 opcodes was added.



Pushed values greater than 520 and irrelevant opcodes are ignored.



OP_RETURN: changed to return false instead of pc = pend.
o Fixes the 1 RETURN Bug
o This change is also seen in OP_VERIFY, OP_CHECKSIG, OP_CHECKSIGVERIFY,
OP_CHECKMULTISIG, CHECKMULTISIGVERIFY, OP_EQUAL, and OP_VERIFY



OP_2DROP: added a check to make sure the stack has two opcodes to pop off.
o Interestingly, this kind of check was already in place for other opcodes that would need to
check the size of the stack. It seems like an oversight that this was missing in the 0.1.0 version.



OP_CAT: added size limit of 520 on the data being concatenated.



Other new methods such as IsStandard() & VerifyScript().

Comparing Release 0.3.24 to 0.8.0 (2/19/2013)


New methods IsCanonicalPubkey() and IsCanonicalSignature() check to make sure
the public key and signature are in a standard format. These are incorporated into OP_CHECKSIG,
CHECKSIGVERIFY, CHECKMULTISIG, and CHECKMULTISIGVERIFY.



New class CSignatureCache which caches valid signatures so that elliptic curve signature checking
only needs to be done once instead of twice (once when accepted into memory pool and again when
accepted into the block chain).



New method SignN() checks if a multisignature transaction has the right number of signatures.



Method IsStandard() is expanded to handle multisignature transactions.



Other new methods such as SignSignature(), CombineMultisig(),
CombineSignatures(), getSigOpCount() and new class CScriptCompressor

Comparing Release 0.8.0 to 0.11.2 (11/13/2015)



Separated into two different files: script.cpp and interpreter.cpp.
New method IsCompressedOrUncompressedPubKey() checks if public key is compressed.



The method CheckCanonicalSignature() was expanded and replaced by several methods:
IsValidSignatureEnccoding(), IsDefinedHashTypeSignature(),
CheckSignatureEncoding(), and CheckPubKeyEncoding().



All methods and opcodes now return set_error codes that provide information about invalidities
instead of just returning false.



About 400 lines of code, containing methods added between Versions 0.3.24 and 0.8.0 have been
removed from the end of the program.

Bitcoin Core Bugs
Many bugs have been discovered in the Bitcoin Core code since its launch. Most of the more egregious
ones were fixed in 2010 but there were vulnerabilities exploited as recently as last year that resulted in major
theft.
1 RETURN Bug (July 2010)
In July 2010, Satoshi and fellow developer Gavin Andresen received a tip-off about this bug that would
have made it possible to spend anyone else’s Bitcoins1. In the early releases of the Bitcoin Core, OP_RETURN
was defined as:
case OP_RETURN:
{
pc = pend;
}
break;

An unlocking script of OP_1 OP_RETURN would then always result in a 1 on the top of the stack, as
OP_RETURN would end the script evaluation without modifying whatever was already on the stack. This was
fixed by changing the opcode to return false and end the script.
Combined Output Overflow (Aug 2010)
In August 2010, Block 74638 was discovered to contain a transaction that created over 180 billion (or
twice times INT64_MAX) bitcoins for three different recipients2. This occurred because the Bitcoin Core code
did not account for checking transactions that had combined outputs so large that they overflowed.
The bug was posted about in a forum on bitcointalk.org and a fix was quickly released 3. The blockchain
was forked and the fixed chain overtook the bad chain 53 blocks later, thus the 180 billion bitcoins created by
the bug no longer exist.

Never-Confirming Transactions (Sep 2010)
In September 2010, a user posted on bitcointalk.org about having none of their sent transactions being
confirmed4. The user had been sending out payments smaller than the transaction fee, which then were never
confirmed. The change leftover was also then never confirmed but was combined to create larger transactions
which would never get confirmed. These transactions would then contaminate the wallets of their recipients.
The problem was solved by adding in checks to make sure that coins would only be selected for combining if
they had at least 1 confirmation. The contaminated transactions were eventually removed by those who had
originated them.

Mt. Gox – Transaction Malleability (Feb 2014)
In February 2014, a large coordinated attack was made on multiple Bitcoin Exchanges, with Mt. Gox
suffering the most due to having used a custom client and an automated system that approved
withdrawals before thoroughly checking them5. The exploited weakness was Transaction Malleability, in
which an attacker changes the unique ID of a transaction before it is confirmed, thus making it seem like a
transaction had not happened and allowing bitcoins to be spent twice. This weakness occurs because the
formats of transaction signatures are not always properly checked, allowing an attacker to create different
hashes for the same transaction6.
This vulnerability was known to the Bitcoin community since 2011—the Bitcoin client couldn’t handle
badly-formed signatures. The developers had also failed to ensure all 3rd party users would check the
signatures when using the software. The problem was corrected in the 0.8.0 release with new methods in
the Script Interpreter such as IsCanonicalSignature().

Fixing Bugs in the Core
Bitcoin is open-source but is maintained mainly by a small team of developers, led by Gavin Andresen7.
The developers communicate through chats and mailing lists. Anyone can submit a pull request to modify the
Core, but only a select few developers can merge code into the Core after a consensus is reached amongst the
miners. Users can also submit Bitcoin Improvement Protocols (BIPs), which are requests for changes.
Consensus occurs when a majority of miners use a particular branch of the code, causing all miners to jump
onto that branch and make it official.
The open-source nature of Bitcoin does have its weaknesses. It can be slow for miners to reach consensus
on a modification. Individuals may also agree to changes just because they see others doing so, or may remain
silent on issues if doing so would benefit themselves. Changing to a more closed-source system would mean
more focused, faster development, but it would also concentrate power in the hands of the developers and
reduce the appeal that brings a lot of users into Bitcoin in the first place.
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